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about bespoke metalwork

“bespoke” essentially means getting what you want in the way you want it to be.  

much of what passes for “custom” metalwork today consists of ordering parts 

from a catalogue and welding them together.  

my approach employs a mix of both ancient and modern metalsmithing 

techniques. what distinguishes me most from a modern fabricator is my use of 

blacksmithing techniques, specifically hot-forging. this involves heating the 

metal to the point that it can be shaped like clay and it opens up innumerable 

design possibilities.

modern blacksmithing has evolved far beyond traditional scrollwork and has 

much more in common with sculpture and modern design.

i am very interested in working with architects and designers who wish to take 

advantage of this potential and create some unique and distinct work.



B E S P O K E

a client of mine had this wonderful paul 

evans cabinet that was meant to hang on 

the wall. he wanted it to be freestanding, 

so i took inspiration from a paul evans 

table and created this base.

paul evans cabinet base

materials: forged steel plate with patina



as a blacksmith, i still take requests for 

traditional work. this gate was placed at 

a chateau-inspired estate near richmond, 

virginia.

traditional garden gate

materials: forged steel, painted

B E S P O K E



B E S P O K E D E S I G N

a local, private school commissioned me 

to make this wall sculpture based on the 

school’s logo.

collegiate sculpture

materials: forged steel
size: 6’ x 4’

inspired by the interconnected structure 

of the queensboro bridge, i designed this 

very modern triangle table in stainless 

steel.

trimodo

this table could go in a couple 

directions: (1) clean and modern with 

stainless steel and wood, or, (2) organic 

with textured steel and wood, perhaps a 

dark walnut. the metal could be outside 

of the wood or inlayed.

ratio



R E S T O R A T I O N

the shop of samuel yellin, the preeminent 

american blacksmith, produced an 

immense amount of work in the early 

20th century. these lanterns were in 

various states of disrepeair before i 

completed the restoration.

yellin restoration

materials: forged steel, painted and patina
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